COMPANY HISTORY
Elite Logistics has been designing, manufacturing, installing and maintaining quality structures since
2003. Elite Logistics also supplies portable housing units, power generator, portable light sets,
HVAC, lighting and maintenances. Elite Logistics offers a complete bespoke turnkey package to
clients.
Elite Logistics is a part of British Link Kuwait Group of Companies. BLK was founded in Kuwait
by Engr. Ahmed M. Al-Neama six months after the liberation of Kuwait in 1991. Today, BLK is
totally established and has emerged as one of the leading players in the military contracting, airconditioning fields. We have satisfied clients throughout the Middle East and Afghanistan.
Elite logistic is the authorized distributor of Johnson Control Inc. engineered System group HVAC
equipment.

Our Company strives to achieve Total Customer Satisfaction, and this philosophy is fundament to the
company. This commitment and the trust that our consumers place in us has enable our company to
face and overcome stiff competition in the local and international market. With our long standing
Experience, technical know–how and financial stability, it has transformed itself over the years into a
company that can offer advanced services with a reputation for reliability.

PROCUREMENT OF REPLACEMENT PARTS AND SUPPLY CHAIN
Elite logistics recently completed a $ 77 million contract for the supplies of Humvee spare parts for
the IMOI Iraqi Ministry of Interior within a 360 days delivery schedule.

WATER FACTORY
Our company owned one of the biggest mineral water bottling company in Erbil Iraq known as
“Rovian” having a capacity to produce 36,000 bottles per hour (BPH). Rovian Mineral water bottling
plant was designed and built using the best up to date technology available in the US and Europe.
Product quality is controlled by our well trained biochemist, health authorities and Central
organization for standardization and Quality control in Iraq.

LOGISTICS

We have provided sustainable Turnkeys facilities in Iraq and Kuwait.
Our Scope of Work includes:


















Accommodation units
Offices
Ablution units
Waste water management, including drainage systems
Dining facilities
Kitchen equipment
Procurement
Bespoke design and installation
Power supply
Air conditioning and ducting
Plumbing
Carpentry
Electrical engineering
Sewage and water supply
Bottled Water Manufacture and Supply
Procurement of Humvee spare parts
Vehicle service program

Our company provided Life Support Facilities for approximates 25000 U.S Forces services personnel
and for 25000 U.K Serviceman and women, as well as providing services to other coalition countries
in Iraq and Kuwait.
We have completed installation of 23,000 CORIMEC containers in various areas in Iraq namely
Baghdad, AlMawsil, Kirkuk, Karballa, Najaf, Qadsiya, Nasiriyah, Anbar, Babel and Salah Eldin.

Our company also has completed projects in Iraq including supply and installation of chilled water
systems, DX & Packaged Units for the following locations:
1. Museum Complex immortals (Barzan
Memorial) - Erbil
2. Korek Telecommunications (1) - Erbil
3. Korek Telecommunications (2) - Erbil
4. Bank of Kurdistan - Erbil
5. The role of presidential hospitality projects
6. The role of hospitality - Italian village 1 & 2
7. Administrative building - Italian village 1
8. Italian Village 1 Hotel- Erbil
9. Guesthouse Kourkosk- Erbil
10. University of Khanaqin- Duhok
11. Duhok International Fair- Duhok
12. Visiting City / Karbala –Najaf Rd.
13. Visiting City / Karbala –Babl Rd.
14. Ambassador Hussein Hospital- Karbala
15. AL Sajad stores- Karbala

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Assyrian library -Mosul
Cigarette factory -Sulaymaniyah
Faculty of Physical Education -Baghdad
Hospital burns-1 - Karbala
Hospital burns-2 - Karbala
Shrine of Maitham al-Tamar
Sadr Hospital catheter building
Abu Ghraib pharmaceutical plant
College of Sciences - Karbala University
College of History - Karbala University
Karbala University - Dean Building
Hadra Hosseinieh -Karbala
Kuwaiti hospital surgical specialist - Basra
Erbil International Fair
family Mall - Erbil
Srdm Hospital - Erbil

AMERICAN TENTS
Our Company manufactures durable “American Tent” made from plasticized poly-vinyl Chloride
coated woven polyester fabric and steel. These tents are fungus proof, water proof, fire resistant and
are engineered for the harsh dessert climate. The superior quality PVC, originated from the U.S.A or
Europe, is made with rep-stock and has a high gloss finish making it easy to clean and dry. The tents
easily withstand sustained winds of up to 100km per hour. The steel structure is guaranteed for 5
years, the architectural weather span fabric for 3 years and all other parts for 1 year.
Typical sizes of the American tents are:
 9m x 12m (30ft x 40ft)

 9m x 30m (30ft x 100ft)

 17m x 30m (56ft x 100ft)

Elite Logistics can produce any required size up to 34m (112ft) wide and 150m (492ft) long. The
American Tents are available in either white or desert tan color. The structures do not require the use
of concrete and can be erected on any surface.

Our Company can produce double layered insulated woven PVC fabric to make high insulating tents
for extreme climates. The PVC cover has two skins with fiberglass insulation in between. These
insulated covers reduce the air conditioning and electrical power requirements.
The American tents can be rapidly erected on level sand, gravel, or concrete surfaces; our company
installs wooden flooring when flooring is required. Other optional flooring such as concrete or vinyl
is also possible.

Tent Interiors/ Partitioning
Inside the tents, drywall/ gypsum board or wooden partitions can be made if required by connecting
solid steel support frames to the main frame. The tents interior can be divided into rooms of any sizes
as per the customer’s requirements. Combined with special air duct system, the tents provide
comfortable living and work environments.

INSIDE THE TENTS DRYWALL PARTITIONS CAN BE MADE IF REQUIRED

LARGE AREA SHELTERS
These can be used for a wide range of purpose including but not limited to:
 Vehicle maintenance
 Aircraft maintenance
 Hosing
 Storage
 Gymnasiums
 Sports facilitates
 Conference centers
 Dining facilities
 Work/ construction areas
 Offices

The maximum size which can be produced is 34m (112 ft) wide by 150m (429ft) long by 11.5m
(38ft) high with a maximum door size of 15m (49ft) wide by 6m(20ft) high.
These shelters are produced and manufactured in Kuwait to any required size. The structures can have
personnel, electric vehicle shutter door and large bay doors. The main doors are large mechanical bay
doors which keep problems associated with electrical malfunctioning to a minimum.

The Large Area Shelter can be built to the customer required size within 3 weeks. The number and
type of doors can be tailor made to the customer’s requirements. The Large Area Shelter has external
daylight sensor for optional automatic light activation and 110 or 220 volt durable electrical sockets.

A complete electrical installation is provided if required, including the main electrical panel, external
daylight sensor for optional automatic light activation and 110 or 220 volt durable electrical sockets.
The structures can be installed on concrete pads, level sand or leveled graveled surfaces.
The steel structure is guaranteed for 5 years and the PVC fabric for 3 years.

Maintenance
If the tent packages are leased Elite Logistics is responsible for the maintenance of all items and
equipment for the duration of the lease. If the American Tent packages are purchased, Elite Logistics
can be contracted to maintain these packages and we will be responsible for the correct functioning of
all equipment for the duration of the maintenance contract.

INSULATION
Our Company can produce double layered insulated woven PVC fabric to make high insulating tents
for extreme climates. The PVC cover has two skins with fiberglass insulation in between. These
insulated covers reduce the air conditioning and electrical power requirements. Existing tents can be
also insulated by using the same method as describe above or by applying external foam which, once
hardened, provides effective insulation. The result is reduced power supply requirements and HVAC
requirements.
The insulation method recommended by our company is the first method, by adding fiberglass
insulation and a second skin to the tent as this method extends the life of the structures and allows for
the structures relocation.

STRUCTURES SPECIFICATIONS
Metal Frames
All Structures are individually hand built. The metal frame is built from a minimum of 50mm x
50mm x 3mm box section cold rolled steel. The steel is supplied in 6m lengths and then formed,
welded, cleaned and painted individually. The frame is made into a slip joint structure with box
section sleeves.

Fabric covers
Fabric covers are hand welded from poly-vinyl, imported from the US and E.U in rolls. The material
is fire proof, water proof, mildew resistant, UV proof and cooperates an inherent blackout material.
Material is individually measured, cut and welded to fit steel frames.
Fabric covers are available in dessert tan or white. Each cover consists of 2 ea. End panels and a main
canopy. By doing this and reducing the number of joints, dust is kept to an absolute minimum.
Because of its properties polyvinyl does not ‘absorb’ fine duct and sand in the way a traditional
canvas canopy does. No sand or duct is released by the polyvinyl cover into the structure when flexed
by the wind.

Wooden flooring
The wooden floors shall be 10com x 10 cm (4”x4”) wooden joints covered with 18 mm (3/4”) thick
plywood, the ply is of high quality for heavy traffic areas.
Door and Windows
All structures are fitted with aluminum lockable doors and windows, where requested. Because each
structure is hand built, we can build each frame bespoke to cater for virtually any combination of
doors and windows, including emergency ‘push bar’ doors, roller doors and double doors. Aluminum
sliding/lockable windows with fly screens of virtually any size can be fitted too.

BENEFITS AND ADVANTAGES
Benefits and advantages of the PVC steel structures











Constructed from a long lasting high quality poly-vinyl cover which is leak-proof.
Cover has rip-stock and is extremely resistant to ripping and tearing.
Can be quickly repaired on location if damaged by welding the PVC and steel.
Fire Retardant.
Fungus/ mildew resistant.
Has a smooth hi-gloss finish which makes it easy to clean and dry, prolonging its life.
Strong aluminum / steel doors allowing for easy entry and exit.
The poly-vinyl cover allows for more lighting inside the tent.
Solid steel structure resists storms and extreme winds.
Steel frame is guaranteed for 5 years and PVC covers for 3 years.

SUNSHADES AND CANOPIES
ELITE LOGISTICS produces tailor made sunshades and canopies which are engineered to easily and
withstand winds in excess of 100 km/h. as with the American tents and Large Area Shelters,

Our company also constructs durable fabric shades made of high density poly-ethylene (HDPE) with
ST37 grade steel finished with zinc rich primer and alkyd enamel high build paint. These sunshades
can be constructed in various different designs and provide a substantially cooler environment.

CIVIL WORKS AND CONCRETE STRUCTURES
Concrete Structures
Elite Logistics company construct multi-purpose shelter and supplies various types of concrete
barriers for force protection, including Alaskan and Texan barriers.

Civil Works
Elite logistics Company carriers out land preparation: land leveling, grading, compacting, raising,
removal, fencing, and drainage. Ablution units, waste water management, drainage systems, electrical
engineering, carpentry and water supply are also undertaken by Elite Company’s 500 strong
workforces.

Portable housing solution
In a joint venture with Corimec, our company has produced and erected over 23,000 high spec,
durable and market-leading portable living units since 2003 in Kuwait and Iraq. A variety of different
portable housing solutions can be supplied. These can be supplied as a part of complete turnkey
projects. The units are adaptable and flexible. Units can be joined together relatively easily to form
building of different sizes, as per the client’s requirement on one or two floors. Units can have en
suite toilets and showers. Shower units, toilet units, and kitchen units are also available.

HEATING VENTILATION AND AIR-CONDITIONING
Our company has been a market leading Air-Conditioning supplier for over a decade.

HVAC specification
 Standard hermetic compressor
 Standard CU/AL cond. & evap. Coils, with max 12 fins per inch.
 Condenser fan motor TEAO class “F” Insulation IP-55 protected.
 Liquid line accessories such as filter drier and shut off valve.
 Auto reset the high-pressure switch and auto reset low- pressure switch.
 External overload for cond. and evap. Fan motors.
 Internal comp. overload (built in)
 Time delay relay for each comp.
 Single skin evap. Section.
 Galvanized drain pan and all other STD. controls

PRODUCT GUARANTEE
For Tent Packages, Sunshades, Stage Canopies, and Large Area Shelters purchased, British Link
Kuwait Company is committed to the following guarantees:






A 3 year guarantee on the Plasticized poly vinyl chloride coated woven polyester weather
span fabric
A 5 year guarantee on the structure’s steel frame ( provided schedule essential maintenance is
carried out)
A 5 year guarantee on the HVAC compressor
A 1 year guarantee on the HVAC units
A 2000 hrs or 1 year guarantee for the power generator

The guarantee does not cover damage by negligence of the user, by outside elements such as flying
debris, by winds over 10km/hr or other natural acts of God.
Through BLK, Elite Logistics can call upon the Engineering Division a modern ducting factory, an
Aluminum Division and Elite Logistics that has approximately 500 personnel employed (permanent
and temporary) and SKM HVAC Machinery.
DUCTING FACTORY AND ENGINEERING DIVISION

KUWAIT
JASSIM AL-ASFOOR TOWER, 2ND FLOOR
AL SOOR STREET, MIRQAB, KUWAIT
TEL: +965 1820099 | FAX: +965 22496196
IRAQ
ITALIAN CITY, VILLA NO. 188
ERBIL, IRAQ
LOCALITY 923. ALLEY 5 HOUSE 36
JADREAH, BAGHDAD

GENERAL EMAIL
info@elitelogistics.com.kw

